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An Introduction to

THE HUMAN DESIGN SYSTEM
by Richard Beaumont 

(Director of Human Design UK and Human Design Films Ltd)

Welcome to the official National Organisation for Human Design in the UK. We are here to 
help you live a more fulfilling life. I’m delighted you’ve demonstrated your interest in the 
Human Design System, which has several descriptions: The Science of Awakening, The 
Science of Differentiation and The Mechanics of the Maya. The founder of the system, Ra 
Uru Hu said it was here “to free the slaves.” It is possible to truly ‘wake up’ to oneself at a 
level that is simply awesome.

This introduction can be an entry point to an amazing journey of self-discovery and 
personal transformation. You will discover that your own self-recognition in learning about 
yourself will make you want to know more. You can verify the truth of this knowledge in 
your everyday life and interactions with others.

The Human Design System provides us with the practical tools to navigate through our 
lives, according to how we are each uniquely designed. It is a fundamental ‘key to knowing 
oneself.’ We are here to be unique and ‘designed’ to fulfil specific roles throughout our life. 
Human Design is here to help us become truly free, to live a life that suits each one of us, 
without the resistance commonly encountered.

The website: human.design features a Newcomers area where you can obtain, without 
payment, your Human Design chart (your unique blueprint), a Personalised short report 
and a ‘daily impact’ explanation of the main forces that are conditioning us all every day. 
There are free previews to many of the Videos, Audios and Courses plus a host of free 
resources. Various books on different aspects of the knowledge are also available. 

Fundamental to the Human Design System is the revelation that we are highly 
conditioned, not merely by the auras of those around us, but also the planetary transit 
field. This conditioning is mapped out in the Human Design System.

Each person’s Chart is uniquely individual and shows our Strategy and Authority, which if 
applied correctly, can empower us to make decisions that are correct for us. By knowing 
ourselves with more understanding and awareness, we can live the life we were designed 
to live. Ra Uru Hu said about Human Design: ”It is all about loving oneself.”

The Human Design System is a synthesis of ancient mystical traditions: Western 
Astrology, the 64 hexagrams of the I’Ching, The Kabbalah’s Tree of Life and the Hindu-
Brahmin Chakra Model in addition to Modern Science (Biology, Quantum Physics, 
Biochemistry) and Genetics.
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Brief Science Overview
Neutrinos
Neutrinos are a key part of the science of Human Design. These subatomic particles are 
seen as the conditioning elements that actually give us the particular patterning that makes 
up our Human Design chart.

When Ra was given the information relating to this system, neutrinos were thought to be 
just energy like photons. But it was proved in 1995 that neutrinos do have an infinitesimal 
mass. Neutrinos are mainly created in stars and they travel just slower than the speed of 
light (98% to 99% the speed of light). Three trillion neutrinos pass through every square 
inch of space on Earth every second, all the time. So tiny bits of information penetrate us 
every second, all the time. "We are in a vast information feed" (Ra Uru Hu Living Your 
Design - Student Manual). Ra saw neutrinos as equivalent to what the ancients called chi 
or prana.

There are huge neutrino measuring tanks dotted around the world like the one below that 
tracks the tiny sub atomic particles with a high degree of precision.

 

(Above: Daya Bay Reactor Neutrino Experiment)

The genetic 
codes and the 
relationship 
our chemistry 

has to living the life we are here to live, is revealed 
through the multifaceted science of the Human Design 
System. The synthesis of science and ancient wisdom is 
ripe for our times and the immense complexity of our 
modern day lives. There is  direct correlation to the codons 
of genetics and the ancient Chinese I’Ching, which forms 
a major component of the synthesis that is the Human 
Design System. 
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The Human Design Mandala

The Human Design Mandala (Wheel) has three 
separate wheels with the Bodygraph in the 
Centre. The wheel itself represents the universe 
surrounding us and it also represents our inner 
self: ‘As within, so without’. Each of us is a 
microcosm that replicates the macrocosm (the 
Universe).

Around the inner wheel are the 12 signs of the 
zodiac. Although Human Design uses the same 
wheel as Astrology, it divides and interprets the 
wheel differently. Astrology is but one part of a 
synthesis that is profoundly deep.

The next outer wheel is divided into 64 major divisions called ‘Gates’. (See diagram on 
page 18) These correspond to the numbers you see in the Nine Centres on the Bodygraph 
at the centre of the Mandala. These ‘Gates’ have a direct relationship to the 64 Hexagrams 
of the ancient I’Ching. Each Gate is located on the Bodygraph and around the Mandala in 
a fixed position, which does not change. The Gates are colour coded according to the 
Centre they are located in. The outermost wheel shows the 'chops' or graphics, 
corresponding to the 64 Hexagrams.

The position of the planets at the time of your birth 'activates' certain positions or Gates 
within the wheel, revealing your own personal attributes. The divisions of the wheel are so 
small that the activations can change in a very short time span, potentially making a 
significant change in a chart minute by minute.

The genetic codes and the relationship our chemistry has to living the life we are here to 
live, is revealed through the multifaceted science of the Human Design System. The 
synthesis of science and ancient wisdom is appropriate for the current times, when the 
immense complexity of living in a fast-paced technologically age also gives rise to 
yearning for inner meaning and deeper satisfaction.

There is an astoundingly precise correlation between the codons of genetics and the 
amino acids with the 64 Hexagrams of the Chinese I’Ching. There is a PDF course 
explaining in detail this correlation on this site. 

The anchor of this knowledge in the physical chemistry running through each of us allows 
the Human Design System to provide a kind of ‘operating manual’ for each one of us. Not 
surprisingly, many people upon hearing about themselves through the Human Design lens 
remember their behaviour as children before the external and internal conditioning, that 
most live, really impacted the life.

The solution to coming back on track of one’s life, by following one’s own Strategy and 
unique Authority, feels natural, like turning back the clock and remembering a truth that 
has for so long been forgotten.
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The Nine Centres and Keynotes
The Nine Centres are an essential foundation to the Chart.

Defined and Undefined: Centres can be ‘Defined or ‘Fixed” (Coloured in) or ‘Undefined’ or 
‘Open’ (White). 

Any Centre we have ‘Open’ (white) in our Bodygraph is where we are open to conditioning 
from others. A Centre has a very different role, determined by whether it is Defined or 
Undefined. Type and Authority is determined by which Centres are Defined or not.

Website resources available on this subject: (The 9 Centres - Video), (The Nine Centres 
and their Gates - eBook) and (The Living Your Design Student Manual - book).

The Head Centre (Pressure Centre) Mental Pressure, Inspiration, Anxiety

The Ajna Centre (Awareness Centre) Conceptualisation, Uncertainty, Ideas

The Throat Centre (Centre of Expression) Communication, Manifestation, Action

The G Centre (Identity Centre) Self, Love, Direction

The Ego/Will/Heart Centre (Motor Centre) Ego, Will Power

The Sacral Centre (Motor Centre) Life Force, Power to work consistently, Sexuality

The Solar Plexus Centre (Motor & Awareness 
Centre)

Emotions, Feelings and Nervousness

The Splenic Centre (Awareness Centre) Intuition, Instinct, Fear and Immune System

The Root Centre (Motor & Pressure Centre) Pressure, Stress and Depression
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The Four Types
The Human Design System shows that there are just four distinct types of human being, 
which are each distinguished by their unique aura (electro-magnetic frequency).

Manifestor        Generator                         Projector                      Reflector

Two energy types: The Manifestor and The Generator (there is also a combination called 
the Manifesting Generator, which is seen as a sub-section of the Generator category 
because of the similar aura and shared Strategy).

Two non-energy types: The Projector and The Reflector.

Energy Types

The Manifestor
A Manifestor's Throat Centre will be connected by a Channel(s) 
to at least one of the body's 'Motor' Centres i.e. there must be a 
connection directly or indirectly to the Root Centre the Heart 
Centre or the Solar Plexus Centre. The fourth Motor, the Sacral 
Centre, has to be open otherwise the person is a Generator.

Manifestors are pure energy beings and not designed to be 
controlled by anyone. They are the only true initiators. They simply act 

or put things directly into action. But they need to inform those who will be affected by their 
actions, with what they are about to do before they act. When they act without informing, 
they meet resistance because the people affected by the consequences of their actions 
can feel ignored, or feel like they have been run over by a lorry! As a result, Manifestors 
can end up feeling very cut off from others. They are born to be unpredictable. (Manifestor 
Video Preview)

Generators & Manifesting Generators 66.5% of the population

Projectors 22.4% of the population

Manifestors 9.6% of the population

Reflectors 1.5% of the population
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The Generator
All Generators have a Defined Sacral Centre. They are 
designed to ‘respond’ to life. Unlike Manifestors, they have no 
idea of where they are going until they respond, so they need 
to wait until life initiates them first. Generators are potentially 
the most powerful of all the Types, but unless they understand 
how they work, they can be the most frustrated people alive. 

Indeed, frustration is their Not-self theme.

They only know what is right for them to do or say by their response to 
something. Their response comes from deep in their abdomen and is most often in non-
verbal sounds: "unun" (‘Yes’), "ahunh" (‘No’), "mmmmm" (Not sure), “ahhhhhh" etc. There 
is a movement of energy from their Sacral as they respond towards or away from 
something or someone. If they initiate, which is a mental decision in their case, they often 
get involved in the wrong things, meet resistance, get frustrated and quit. (Generator 
Video Preview)

The Manifesting Generator
The main difference between them is that, after responding to 
something, Manifesting Generators can act more quickly than 
Pure Generators. They also experience both frustration and 
anger as Not-self tendencies. They need to wait until they are 
clear about their response before they act. They are not here 
to initiate like a Manifestor.

Manifesting Generators are Manifestors with a Generator 
strategy. They have an immediate resource of energy since 
they have at least one Motor connected directly to the Throat 

Centre. Generally, they are active people and love to be in the 
thick of life. Their greatest dilemma is to learn that their true power lies in waiting for 
opportunities to come to them. If they actively try to pursue their goals and dreams they 
will encounter only resistance and pain. When they relax, then their lives can be poetry in 
motion. (Video soon to be released)

Non-Energy types

The Projector
Projectors are naturally designed to work with and 
guide the energy of others, but only when they are 
recognised for their unique abilities and traits and they 
receive an appropriate invitation. This applies to all 
areas of their life: career, friendships, marriage, love 

etc. They are not here to pursue or initiate. If they 
attempt to act or to join in without an invitation, they meet 

resistance.
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Without an invitation, the Projector does not know if they will be able to put their talents 
and abilities to use in any way that is natural or healthy for them.

Their specific gift is to guide and show the way for others and they alone can understand 
both Manifestors and Generators. They also have a Design to wait and the key that 
unlocks their power is recognition. Unless they are recognised, they are powerless. Once 
they are recognised, they really shine and they come into their true power

Projectors need more knowledge of their own inner Design than the other Types, in order 
to know what invitations are good for them. (Projector Video Preview)

The Reflector
The rarest of the four Types, Reflectors are open to the world in 
every way, since they have no Fixed Definition in their nature to 
rely upon (none of the 9 Centres are Defined/Fixed (coloured 
in).

If they do not understand how their design works they can feel 
deeply lost and overwhelmed by life. They take others in very 

deeply. Reflectors can often be deeply disturbed due to lack of self-
knowledge and adverse conditioning, but they can become very wise if they understand 
their openness and how to work with it.

Reflectors who do not truly know themselves can be deeply disappointed in life. Before 
making major decisions, they need to wait out the cycle of the moon (approximately 28.5 
days) because the movement of the moon through the wheel of the Zodiac gives the 
Reflector access to his or her own inner wisdom over time. They have a fixed lunar pattern 
that repeats every month. For a brief time, they can experience themselves as a Projector, 
a Manifestor and even a Generator on a regular basis. Reflectors need to understand 
more about their Design and the Human Design System than anyone else to be able to 
successfully apply their strategy. (Reflector Video Preview)
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Strategy and Authority 

Making Decisions that are Correct for You

Human Design would just be another system to understand our essential nature on a 
mental level, except for its inherent practical application of the Knowledge. It is here, in the 
practical sense, that we come to Strategy and Authority. Everyone has a specific Strategy 
they can experiment with to determine how to make correct decisions in their life. It is, after 
all, decisions that lead us into freedom or into further slavery, into living a life that is correct 
for us, or leading a life full of frustrations.

Key to the awakening process by de-conditioning from our ‘Not-self’, is the making of 
decisions according to our own unique Strategy and Inner Authority. Each Type has its own 
unique Strategy to empower them to make decisions that are more correct.

Strategy

There are basic Strategies to follow, depending on which Type you are:

Generators & Manifesting Generators WAIT TO RESPOND

Projectors WAIT FOR THE CORRECT INVITATION

Manifestors NEED TO INFORM BEFORE ACTION

Reflectors WAIT OUT A FULL MOON CYCLE
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Authority
Traditionally the mind is given authority when it comes to making important decisions. 
However, the mind is designed to conceptualise and measure the pros and cons but not to 
make the final decision. True Authority, when it comes to making decisions that are correct 
for us, is based on what Centres are Defined/Fixed or White/Open in one’s Chart.

Emotional Authority:
If the Solar Plexus is Defined/Fixed, then the Authority is Emotional and is dependent upon 
the waiting out of the Emotional Wave before clarity can be ascertained by checking into 
the decision potential at least three times in the Emotional Wave as it rises and falls over a 
period of time. (Video Preview)

Sacral Authority:
If you have the Sacral defined and an Open Solar Plexus Centre, it is necessary to wait for 
the Sacral response, which communicates through Sacral sounds. “Ah-huh” (Yes) or 
“Unun” (No) or “Mmmm” (No, as I don’t know right now, ask later or ask again in a different 
way). (Video Preview)

Splenic Authority:
If the Solar Plexus and Sacral Centres are Open, and the Splenic Centre is Fixed, then a 
unique Awareness often called intuition or the instinct to know what is healthy or 
dangerous or not. (Video Preview)

Ego Authority:
If the G Centre and Solar Plexus, Sacral and Spleen are not Fixed, then the Authority is 
Ego and decision making is based on whatever there is will power for. There are two types 
of Ego Authority. Projected Will (Video Preview) and Manifested Will (Video Preview)

Self-Authority:
If none of the previous Centres are Fixed, i.e. the Sacral Centre, Solar Plexus Centre, 
Spleen Centre or Ego Centre, then any decision is about whatever makes one feel truly 
happy when they contemplate it. Their happiness has the ultimate say. (Video Preview)

No Inner Authority:
If none of the previous Centres are Fixed then there is no Inner Authority. Decisions must 
then involve the subtle indications of talking through invitations with a trusted sounding 
board of allies, to see what comes out of the mix in your own words. (Video Preview)

Lunar Authority:
If none of the previous Centres are present meaning there is no definition in the chart, 
there is no Inner Authority and decisions must then involve you waiting out a 28.5 day 
Moon Cycle and watching the subtle changes that take place as the transit field directly 
affect the moon in your chart. Understand that you will change as definition appears 
throughout the month due to the planetary alignments. (Video Preview)

The subtleties of these authorities can be explained and explored in more depth in your 
Personal Report or in a reading and through videos on each Authority.
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Profile – Your Life’s Costume
There are 12 Profiles in the Human Design system, which can be regarded as a basic 
character pattern that frames a person’s life. The Profile indicates the purpose and theme 
in life and is directly related to the incarnation in this life.

To understand your Profile in more depth you can order your Personal Report, Your 
Profile Video (check out the previews) and/or a Personal Comprehensive Analysis.

1/3 Investigating Martyr (Video Preview):
Looks deeply into their specialised interest and experientially tries things out, discoverers.

1/4 Investigating Opportunist (Video Preview):
Looks deeply into specialised interest and externalises to friends.

2/4 Hermit Opportunist (Video Preview):
Shy or Bold but always open to the right opportunity through their network of friends.

2/5 Hermit Heretic (Video Preview):
Shy or Bold, an attractive Saviour to some, a rebel to others, a natural and gifted person.

3/5 Martyr Heretic (Video Preview):
A conscious adventurer, learns by Trial and Error, has to cope with the expectations of 
others or not.

3/6 Martyr Role Model (Video Preview):
Lives three different stages of life, learning by trial and error to emerge as themselves.

4/1 Opportunistic Investigator (Video Preview):
Fixed in their nature, they are not here to change, but to be a bridge between others.

4/6 Opportunistic Role Model (Video Preview):
Three life Stages, friendly networkers who long for perfection and authenticity.

5/1 Heretic Investigator (Video Preview):
Transpersonal, meets past life connections and has to be practical and handle the 
projection from others.

5/2 Heretic Hermit (Video Preview):
Naturally enjoys their time alone away from the projection of others; Practical, heretical 
and self-motivated.

6/2 Role Model Hermit (Video Preview):
Three life stages, tries to live perfection while being self-motivated leaders here to live their 
uniqueness.

6/3 Role Model Martyr (Video Preview):
Three life stages, through trial and error their lives can be chaotic and adventurous but 
never boring.
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DEFINITION
Your Chart will tell you whether you have Single Definition, Split Definition, Triple Split 
Definition, Quadruple Split Definition or No Definition.

Definition can be thought of as a Channel that connects to a Centre. Some people have 
one Channel, some two Channels and some many more. A Reflector Type has no 
Channels so would have no Definition. Someone with several Channels in their Chart, 
compared to someone who has only one Channel is not better off. They simply have a 
more Fixed nature.

Single Definition: 42% of the population
All the Defined Centres that are coloured in your Chart are connected to one another 
without a break. Some people may have many Centres joined together and others may 
have only two Centres. (Video Preview)

The fact that there is a consistent connection between the Defined Centres means that 
everything is fixed together in a wholeness that needs nothing more to be complete.

If you have Single Definition you are blessed with a self-reliant, unified Life Force that 
gives a certain solidity and consistency the other Definitions can’t provide.

Split Definition: 46% of the population
There are two distinctly separate Definitions or sets of Definitions that work autonomously 
from each other but still make up a fixed, consistent nature. There can be a feeling of 
incompleteness or sense that something is lacking. The Gate/s or full Channel that are 
needed to bridge the Split becomes the central themes in the life. (Video Preview)

Triple Split Definition: 10% of the population
There are three distinctly separate Definitions or sets of Definitions that work 
autonomously from each other. Each set of Definitions can become connected in multiple 
ways by the auras of other people who have Gates or Channels that bridge or connect the 
three separate Definitions. For this reason, if you have Triple Split Definition it is advisable 
for you to be around others in public areas such as a shopping Mall or café etc so that you 
are joined up temporarily in many different ways. (Video Preview)

Quadruple Split Definition: 0.5% of the population
There are four distinctly separate definitions or sets of Definitions that work autonomously 
from each other. The nature would be fairly Fixed since at least eight out of the nine 
Centres would be Defined or ‘coloured in’. The bridging Gates would be a major theme in 
life. (Video Preview)

No Definition: 1.5% of the population
There are no consistent Channels of Life Force and the person would be a Reflector Type. 
If you are a Reflector, Life Force definition would come to you as you sample the auras of 
others and amplify what is in the other. It means that as a Reflector you have the potential 
to move on without getting too caught up in the Fixed nature of others. (Video Preview)
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Human Design Relationships
It is only natural for those interested in the Human Design System to want to know how the 
knowledge can be applied to their relationships with others. After all, since the knowledge 
can tell us so much about ourselves, it stands to reason that it can also tell us much about 
how and in what way we have a predisposition to interact with specific others.

The insights from exploring these questions are 
profound and indeed, when disharmonious elements 
are tracked in the Knowledge, they can be managed 
through understanding the specific differences 
between the two people. Ra called Human Design the 
system for 'no blame' relationships. After all the 
Human Design System shows us how to be 
ourselves, not how we can try to fit a round peg into a 
square hole. The joy of a background in relating, 
based on the Human Design Knowledge, shows us 
one side of the immense practicality of this science.

The homogenised way of being in relationship so 
often involves unnecessary bickering about one's 
partner. Once you know how your partner is designed 
you know their limitations and their graces, so 
expecting them to be different from their design, or 

forcing them into your view of the world will never work. It's time to grow up and create 
mature relationships based on acceptance and respect for each other’s uniqueness.

If you would like to know more, then treat yourself and your partner to a Partnership 
Analysis with Richard Beaumont who has a great deal of experience in such analysis. For 
more research material (The Design of Human Sexuality - Part 1) and (Human 
Sexuality - book).
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The Red and the Black

One of the first things you’ll notice about your Bodygraph is that there are Red and Black 
lines or/and half lines between the Centres. The difference between the Red and the Black 
is simple. 

The Red indicates what 
motivates and drives 
you in your life. You can 
never have direct 
access to this drive as it 
is a little like the 
unconscious in you, the 
underlying, hidden part 
of you. Having said that, 
it may well be what 
others see in you all the 
time. It is this Red 
aspect that corresponds 
to your form, your body, 
and the correlation of 
that aspect with your 
internal chemistry is 
something new to even 
the most experienced 
astrologers. It is this 
pattern that is studied in 
detail within the branch 
of knowledge in the 
Human Design System 
known as the Primary 
Health System or PHS.

The Black represents 
everything that you 
identify with consciously, 
that which you have 

direct access to. When a Human Design analyst tells you the meaning behind anything 
that is Black in your chart, you’ll have an immediate recognition of the truth of their 
statements. It represents your conscious personality. It is this that is studied deeply within 
the complexities of the branch of Knowledge known as Rave Psychology.

For students of Human Design, it is possible to actually discover one’s generic role in life, 
the underlying pattern of why we incarnated by understanding one’s Incarnation Cross, 
which is where the Red and the Black of our Sun and Earth Gates cross. Knowing your 
Incarnation Cross is another big key to understanding the context of your life.
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Incarnation Crosses
We incarnate on Crosses. As Ra said, we incarnate or "come into the meat", when we 
enter into our bodies in this material realm. From what we saw when dealing with the 'Red 
and the Black,' we are a mixture of body and personality and this fundamental binary is 
played out in the Incarnation Cross. One could say that the Incarnation Cross speaks of 
our 'destiny' or our ultimate trajectory through this life.

The coming together of the Sun and Earth of Design (Body) and Personality gives us the 
totality of who we are in life.

Some of us are here to live out a personal destiny (Right Angle). Some are here for others 
(Left Angle). A few of us are here to live a Fixed fate in life.

Below is the image related to a 1.3 Incarnation Cross of the Sleeping Phoenix, with the 
Personality Sun (55th Gate) in the First Quarter of Initiation. So, this person has the 
potential to fulfill their life through Mind.

The mechanics involved in the Incarnation Crosses 
is not something to go into here. But one key that 
can be shared is that the wheel can be split into four 
quarters and depending on which quarter your 
Personality Sun comes from will tell you whether you 
are here from:

• The Quarter of Initiation (Link to Audios)
• The Quarter of Civilisation (Link to Audios)
• The Quarter of Duality (Link to Audios)
• The Quarter of Mutation. (Link to Audios)

Immediately one's life then has a general theme. For 
example:

• Those from the Quarter of Initiation are here to fulfil their life through mind.
• Those from the Quarter of Civilisation are here to fulfil their life through form.
• Those from the Quarter of Mutation are here for transformation
• Those from the Quarter of Duality are here to fulfil their life through Relationships.

There are 192 different generic Incarnation Crosses upon which the differentiated unique 
chart of each person has a direct correspondence. Human Design UK has an arrangement 
with Jovian to allow those interested to download audios of Ra talking specifically about 
each Cross and the Profile of that Cross. So, although one still has to enter into the 
De-conditioning Experiment to live out a higher level of one's Incarnation Cross, you can 
know what elements will be involved in your possible destiny. 

Resources: (Global Incarnation Index: Incarnation Crosses) and (Crosses Audios). Or 
you may take the opportunity to obtain a professional Incarnation Cross Analysis with 
Richard Beaumont.
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The Not Self
Ra described the Not-self world in one word as a 'horror'. 

Everything that is White in the chart is filled with 'mind'. The crazy mind that measures 
everything and is of no value to oneself. It longs for what it doesn't have. The basic genetic 
program conditions us to seek out what is different from us, to 'make more’. The greater 
the difference in the genetic mix, the greater the potentiality for mutation and 
consciousness evolution. 

But this does not make for a happy life. On the contrary it leads to a nightmare of endless 
yearning to fill whatever is not consistently there in the White areas of our chart. Once you 
get whatever it is (as an example, through partnership with someone who has a Centre 
coloured that we have White in our chart), it can become suffocating. 

So, you begin seeking again for something different, but really it is the same. For instance, 
the Open G in the Not-self is constantly searching for love and direction. These things 
come naturally to them, yet they want to dictate the pace of such manifestation through 
mental planning. It never works.

Another example is the madness of the Open Ego Not-self that is constantly seeking to 
prove itself to everyone by doing things that are simply not correct for the True Self. They 
exaggerate, boast, show-off and generally become irritating by their displays of fake 
self-worth, which in itself only shines a deeper light on their lack of self-esteem. 
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The Circuits

The information in this section is only meant to be a very brief taster for newcomers. The 
aim of sharing this information is to give you a glimpse into the immense depth of the 
knowledge base contained within the Human Design System. The study of this part of the 
knowledge requires detailed information and is only suitable for those ready to jump into a 
deeper learning of Human Design.

There are seven different kinds of circuitry: six circuits and the integration channel. The six 
circuits make up the following three Circuit Groups:

1. The Individual Circuit 
This consists of the Knowing and Centring Circuits. The 
Individual being is a source of Mutation. This is the 
‘outsider’ mentality.  Keynote: Empowerment.

2. The Collective Circuit 
This consists of the Abstract 
and Understanding Circuits. 
Collective beings are a 
source of ‘reflection’ and 
‘projection’. The 
Understanding circuit (left) 
projects its patterns and 
formulas into the future in 
order to lead and the Sensing 
Circuit (Right) reflects on the 
past in order to remember. 
Keynote: Sharing.

3. The Tribal Circuit This consists of the Ego and 
Defense Circuits. The Tribal being is the foundation of our 
communities, our sexuality and our civilisation. Keynote: 
Support.
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Channels, Gates and Lines

The Channels link the Centres together. There are 36 of them. 
You can see them in white in the image here (Right). 

At each end of any Channel there is a Gate. The Channels 
represent a quantum field between the two polarised energies of these Gates.

The basic keynotes of the lines can be seen in the section on Profiles, as the profiles 
consist of the lines in the Personality and Design Sun/Earth in someone's chart.

There are 384 Lines in total when you consider there are 
64 Gates each with six possible lines. The enigmatic 
sentences related to each line can be read in Ra's 
central text, The Rave I'Ching.  Further elucidation is 
available in two volumes of The Line Companion book, 
where Ra described subtleties in the line interpretations. 
However, this book is only available to those who have 
completed the Living Your Design Course, the Rave ABC 
Course and the Rave Cartography course and have 
been admitted to the PTL1 (Professional Training Level 
1) through a certified Human Design Analyst teacher.

If you wish to get a solid foundation in the Circuits, Channels and Gates - click the link 
here for the exclusive audio from The Human Design Library. 

Beneath the lines there is a deeper matrix consisting of Colours, Tones and Bases. An 
accurate time of birth is needed to be able to apply these to your life.
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Base, Tone and Colour

Beneath the Line level there are three more levels of detailed information within the 
Human Design System. Here we find the source of much of the profound wisdom taught 
through Rave Psychology, Primary Health System, Holistic Analysis and Variable.

The neutrino stream creates three different frequencies as it passes through the crystals of 
consciousness that are the hubs for our material existence on this plane - Base, Tone and 
Colour.

There are six Colours. This is the exit frequency as the neutrinos pass up towards the 
surface line level. Colour is the hidden motivation within us. It can be described as the 
medium by which our tonal frequency is delivered to the surface and as such is the 
frequency most likely to transfer to its opposite 'Not-self' manifestation. Knowing what the 
true colour predisposition is can tell, through the way someone speaks or lives their life, 
whether they are operating in the Not-self or not and when and how.

As a diagnostic then for what can go wrong in the physical or mental life, Colour harmonics 
or dissonance is a major signpost. It can even show who is important to have in your aura 
and who can be a potential problem. As always though, it is through the following of one's 
Strategy and Authority that is paramount in living one's greatest potential.

You can learn about the Bases, Tones and Colours by listening to exclusive audio from 
The Human Design Library. Simply click the links above.
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Rave Psychology

In this part of the science we deal primarily with the Personality - that which we have 
conscious access to, that part of us which we identify as being ourselves, which is Black in 
the bodygraph.

But we go deeply into not only who we think we are, but also what we think about who we 
think we are. Like everything in Human Design, the precise differentiation of each of us as 
unique beings is paramount.

This magic square seen in the advanced MMAI charts contains a new level of keynotes for 
the planetary aspects that affect us. Here Colour motivation can be assessed and potential 
psychological predispositions can be seen when referenced to the various aspects of the 
Bodygraph. Moreover, the diagonals, horizontals and verticals can reveal so much about 
who we think we are, both as self-image and as an Outer Authority in the world.

Rave Psychology is a deeply fascinating tool in the Human Design kitbag! If you have 
been in your Human Design experiment for more than 3.5 years (preferably 7 or more) and 
wish to discuss arranging a series of Rave Psychology sessions, consult with Richard 
Beaumont to take you deeper down the Human Design rabbit hole.

If you are simply curious, then either through audio or eBook you can get into your own 
self-study of this fascinating deeper level of the Human Design System.
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Primary Health System (PHS)
At this advanced level of Human Design knowledge, we find the emphasis is on the Body 
and the Design (Red) side of the chart. The primary focus then is on one's form. The form 
(Body) is limited, unlike the consciousness that can forever imagine one flight of fancy 
after another and can think of anything. The good news is that the form can be corrected! 
The essential key throughout Human Design is Strategy and Authority, however here in 
PHS we deal with the underlying genetic predispositions that allow us to create a correct 
foundation for our awareness to flower. Human Design is at its essence based on the form 
principle i.e. the feminine Law of Receptivity, the naturalness of the body itself.

There are many other complexities 
in understanding the way the body 
naturally moves through our unique 
lives. As in the adjacent image, the 
nodal aspects can be applied to 
reveal hidden secrets within the 
chart.

The magic square of the design side has many 
other keynotes not seen on the surface, which 
allows the PHS practitioner to see where 
potential health problems may occur. Like so 
much in Human Design, the chart can tell us so 
many things without even seeing or speaking to 
the client.

You can get a PHS Overview that will explain your Dietary regime and your correct 
physical Environment. Pre-requisites for a PHS overview: The client needs to have 
received at least one Human Design analysis from a professional analyst. It is preferable if 
they are in the experiment of Strategy and Authority, preferably for at least 3.5 years. 
Richard Beaumont is currently able to provide PHS overviews for those who require 
Human Design health guidance.
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Variable
Variable is part of the advanced information referring to designations beneath the Line. 

Variable is directly related to the level of 'Tone' as seen in the MMAI software pictorially in 
terms of the triangular pattern and statistically shown in the advanced MMI software, 
where you click on any of the Gates to see beneath the Line.

 
Richard Beaumont provides a Variable overview for clients already experimenting with 
their Strategy and Authority and wish to proceed towards further refinement.

This overview combines the PHS Overview specifically to do with aligning their body to 
their unique design utilising information that can help them to strengthen their body/mind 
connection. PHS information can show the client how they can best serve their bodies 
optimum functioning by eating in the correct way or under the correct conditions. The other 
way to help the body directly is the environment in which we live and work.

Richard also looks at the Personality side of the Design and how your Mind processes the 
information it receives through simply living your life. How it deals with the data can 
transfer into Not-Self mental dilemmas or remain correct as the true Motivation of the 
Mind. Finally, Richard will examine the View of the client. What is the correct way for 
someone to 'see' in this life? We are all designed to 'see' differently. (Variable Overview)
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Family Practice Analysis
This branch of Human Design examines the Penta, the trans-auric form that emerges 
when three to five people come together. Penta is the basis of families and provides a 
unique insight based on grouped mapping in what is referred to as a PentaGraph. We are 
all born into Pentas and this information offers a practical guide to the mechanics of family.

It is through the Family that we learn to see the world and ourselves. To investigate the 
collective aura configuration into which we were born and probably spent the first seven 
years of our lives, leads us to look at the deepest layers of conditioning that we continue to 
shoulder in ignorance.

Family Practice Analysts are 
licensed to perform the service 
of reading charts for family 
groups and assist family 
members into a new way of 
understanding their function 
within the dynamic of the 
Penta.

This analysis is very beneficial 
to all members of a family unit, 
particularly children. Through 
the Penta, each member can 
see how the mechanics play 

out within the dynamic of their family relationships and why, mechanically, these dynamics 
are always present. Through this approach we have the opportunity to create an 
environment of no fault or blame but rather acceptance for the uniqueness of each 

member of the family. 

If this kind of analysis is required and 
you wish to see the mechanics of your 
family laid out before you, then 
contact us or order a Family Practice 
analysis. It's good to know what 
cannot be changed and what the 
issues truly are in a family 
environment.

(Family Analysis)
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Global Cycles
The Human Design System allows us to go back in to the past or forward into the future 
and observe the overall background pattern of the Program that runs according to the 
planetary transit field. For instance, for the last 450 years or so the world has had The 
Cross of Planning as the theme which highlights the importance of the nuclear family and 
the drive to bring everyone into a better future with such organisations as the UN.

In 2027 that background field disappears and is replaced by something far more volatile 
and individual. Global Cycles information will allow you to go back into some of your 
favourite time periods to see what was controlling us as a background theme to humanity's 
social and political thought.

In this deeply inspiring series 
of talks, Ra Uru Hu tracks the 
wider genetic patterns that 
move through humanity as a 
whole. Human Design is 
essentially a mathematical 
formula that allows us to read 
and interpret universal 
patterns. Those same patterns 
within our genetic code 
determine the cycles of 
evolution of man. In this 
deeply inspiring series of talks, 
Ra Uru Hu tracks the wider 
genetic patterns that move 
through humanity as a whole.

Showing how history is written in a universally decipherable code, Ra concentrates his 
attention on our present and final epoch and pinpoints why we are alive at one of the 
greatest turning points in human history. In the last part of these talks, Ra turns his lens 
towards the future, giving us a deep insight into the many changes that will sweep through 
humanity in the centuries to come. Logical, prophetic, stimulating and sometimes 
unexpected, this is highly recommended to anyone with a taste for something different.

This information is available from The Human Design Library on this website, both as an 
eBook and as audio access, is highly recommended.
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The Design of Forms

During his experience with the 'Voice' Ra was conscious that his dog Barley was still 
unconscious, possibly dead as far as she knew and in noticing his dog's body he asked 
about other life forms. Luckily for us he was given the designs of other forms that have 
been instrumental in us discovering so many things about life.

Below are the Bodygraph constructs of other life forms:

Cell:

                     
     Plant: 

 

Insect:

Birds, Fish Reptiles:

Mammal:

     Human:

There is an excellent audio resource from THDL on 
the Design of Plants. 
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DreamRave
This area of Human Design is a fascinating journey into our dreams. Yes, even when 
asleep there is conditioning that is designed to keep us in Not-self activities. The Dream 
Rave Design Matrix often produces a Type change as there are just 15 Gates instead of 
the usual 26. When lying down, deep in sleep we receive the ongoing neutrino input 
horizontally and as such our charts resemble those of the mammalian charts. There are 
new keynotes for each of the Gates and new Domains:

The Light Field
The Earth Plane

The Demon Realm

Here we find special portal 
Gates and most people have a 
weak point that appears when 
sleeping designed, to drag us 
off track.

With the DreamRave we are 
also actively looking at the 
movements of the Moon and 
the transits as ways to see 
what influences from outside 
are playing havoc with our 
vulnerable consciousness when 
we are asleep.

Richard Beaumont studied this subject for a year, 
during his training in Rave Psychology and then did a 
further year of post graduate study going deeper into 
it. Although an uncommon request, should you have 
had a disturbing dream and know the time and date of 
its occurrence, you can send an email request to 
Richard: office@human.design to discuss a 
consultation regarding it.
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“ I have worked with many, many thousands of charts. 
All of them are full of the most amazing potential. 

In my view, no one has a “bad” chart. 

“All the self-doubt, self-hatred and self-deprecation 
so many endure, may be the consequence of 

not knowing the truth of who they truly are. 

Self-Knowledge leads to an ever-deepening appreciation of 
who we are and what our unique contribution can be. 

Each life is precious. ” 
Richard Beaumont

Resource links to continue your journey:

The Human Design System / Newcomers
Free Human Design Chart

Free Human Design Short Report
Free Human Design Resources

Free Daily Impact Report Subscription
Personal Human Design Readings 

Human Design Courses
Human Design Videos 
Human Design Audios 

Website: human.design
Email: office@human.design
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